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Senior NAV Developer/Architect - Ballerup - GN ReSound - Denmark
published: March 23, 2011

SENIOR NAV DEVELOPER / ARCHITECT
GN ReSound Group is a leading international manufacturer of advanced hearing
health care solutions. GN ReSound offers a full range of hearing instruments and
accessories under the ReSound, Beltone and Interton brands. Through its
subsidiary GN Otometrics, GN ReSound also creates innovative solutions for all
types of ear-related diagnostics and is the largest global supplier of computerized
audiology and hearing instrument fitting equipment. GN ReSound is headquartered
in Copenhagen, and has subsidiaries in 23 countries and distributors in 60 more.
GN ReSound Group’s manufacturing is mainly based at the company’s factory in
Xiamen, China. GN ReSound Group has about 3,600 employees and is a
subsidiary of GN Store Nord A/S which is listed on OMX Nordic Exchange
Copenhagen.
Please visit www.gnresound-group.com for further information.
Leadership role in international IT transformation process
Reporting to the NAV Development Manager in GN Resound, you will act as coach
and mentor for a team consisting of 6 experienced and dedicated Navision
developers. As Senior NAV Developer/Architect, you will focus on and work with
governing the company’s ERP architecture and ensuring that development is
carried out according to best practices following standard methodologies and
requirements. Design, documentation, review and risk management are other key
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elements of this position. In addition to this, you will play an important role in the
company’s Architecture Board, impacting and deciding on the future IT platform
strategy and giving directions for utilizing new technologies and systems. As the
position has a global scope, you should expect 15-30 travel days a year to the
company’s international sites in Europe, Asia and North America.
Experienced NAV Professional
You have several years of experience as NAV Developer and/or Architect and you
most likely possess knowledge of other relevant technologies and platforms.
Experience within production or distribution is a must. You have experience from
international environments and you are fluent in oral and written English. As an
individual, you are open-minded and team-oriented, you possess great
interpersonal skills and you know how to motivate your peers. You have great
overview and know how to prioritize time and resources in order to deliver high-level
quality in an efficient way.
Responsibility, impact and opportunities
You are offered a challenging position with high-level responsibility in a prospering,
fast-paced and development-oriented company. In the years to come there will be
increased focus on IT transformation and its business impact and you will get the
opportunity to play a significant role in this process. Depending on your
qualifications and motivation, your responsibilities are likely to increase rapidly. The
position therefore offers many opportunities for both personal and professional
development.
If the job is interesting to you, please apply through www.mercuriurval.dk (reference
number: DK-AVS-45586) and upload your application and CV.
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